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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
STATE OF UTAH,

)

Plaintiff and Appellee,

)

vs.

)

ANN BIRD,
Defendant and Appellant.

)

Case No. 960555-CA

)

Priority No. 2

BRIEF OF APPELLEE

JURISDICTION
This court has jurisdiction to hear the appeal in this matter pursuant to Utah Code
Annotated §77-18a-l(a), and §78-2a-3(2)(e), 1953, as amended.
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
Did the court err by allowing the Defendant, Ann Bird, to be convicted under Utah Code
Annotated §53-5-217 (1993) by reason of her refusal to submit to fingerprint and photographic
identification procedures following her arrest on a civil warrant.
Section 53-5-217, Utah Code Annotated (1993) provides:
It is a Class B Misdemeanor for a person to:
(1) neglect or refuse to provide, or willfully withhold any information
under this part;
(2) willfully provide false information;
(3) willfully fail to do or perform any act required under this part;
(4) hinder or prevent another from doing an act required under this part;
or
(5) willfully remove, destroy, alter, mutilate, or disclose the contents of
1

any file or record of the division unless authorized by and in compliance with
procedures established by the commissioner.
CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY
PROVISIONS CONSIDERED
DETERMINATIVE
Utah Code Annotated §§53-5-201 through 53-5-217 (1993).
Utah Code Annotated §§78-32-1 through 78-32-17 (1953) as amended.
All statutory references in this brief are to Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On October 27, 1995, officers with the Washington County Sheriffs Office arrested Ann
Bird on a civil warrant for failure to appear at a supplemental proceeding hearing. At the time of
the arrest the Defendant did not allow her fingerprints or her photographs to be taken by
personnel of the Washington County Jail, as required for booking. An Information was filed
charging Ann Bird with refusal to provide information, a Class B Misdemeanor, and the
Defendant, Ann Bird, entered a plea of not guilty at her arraignment on this charge. At a jury
trial presided over by the Honorable G. Rand Beacham on July 9, 1996, the Defendant was
convicted of this offense. On July 25, 1996, the Defendant filed a motion to arrest judgment,
which was denied by the Fifth District Court, and on August 7, 1996, the Defendant was
sentenced. The Defendant appealed her conviction and sentence.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The clear language of §53-5-209(2) requires that all persons arrested and booked by
county correctional officers must, as part of the booking procedure, provide photographic and
fingerprint identification as required by §§53-5-208 and 53-5-216. The reference to §78-32-4 in
§53-5-209(2) makes this requirement apply equally to those arrested on criminal warrants and
2

those detained as a result of contempt orders of courts.
ARGUMENT
The State of Utah argues that the Defendant was rightfully convicted at jury trial under
§53-5-217, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended.
The Defendant's argument is that persons arrested on civil warrants should not have to
submit to photographing and fingerprinting at incarceration. However, if this were so, it would
have a chilling effect upon the various corrections departments throughout the state, and upon
judges of this state, because that would mean that any persons found in contempt could not and
would not be booked by these agencies. This, in itself, would fly in the face of the law.
Defendant argues that §53-5-103, and those sections that follow do not apply to the facts of her
case.
However, §53-5-202, which lists definitions used in that statute, states:
(1) "Administration of criminal justice" means performance of any of the
following: detection, apprehension, detention, pretrial release, post-trial release,
prosecution, adjudication, correctional supervision, or rehabilitation of accused
persons or criminal offenders.
Defendant argues that these actions should only apply to persons who have been
convicted of serious offenses, and that is not the case. The provisions of subsection (b) of §535-203 (1), Utah Code Annotated (1953), as amended, specifically direct that the Law
Enforcement and Technical Services Division shall procure and file information relating to
identification and activities of persons who are wanted or missing. In this case, the Defendant
was wanted for civil wrongdoings after she failed to appear as ordered by the court. The
provisions of subsection (b) relating to wanted or missing persons is separate from the
provisions of subsection (c) which relate to persons "who have been arrested for or convicted of
3

a crime under the laws of any state or nation." The statute is clear that it applies to those who
are wanted for criminal violations, as well as those who may be wanted by the courts for other
reasons, such as civil wrongdoings, contempt proceedings, and those which fall within the
jurisdiction of the court for any other reasons. In fact, §53-5-203(6) establishes a statewide
central register for children, which may include identifying data, including fingerprints of each
child, etc., which obviously does not deal with the criminal activity which the Defendant alleges
is required for this record-keeping to occur.
Defendant also argues that she is not subject to any of the underlying provisions of §§535-208 through 53-5-216. However, in looking at those sections of the statute, §53-5-216 states:
The officers and officials described in Sections 53-5-208 through 53-5210 shall take, or cause to be taken, fingerprints, photographs, and other related
data of persons under this part.
In reviewing §53-5-209 we find that the "statewide warrant system" means the portion of the
"state court computer system containing records of criminal warrant information that is accessed
by modem from the state mainframe computer." The warrant which led to Defendant's arrest
was entered on that statewide warrant system. Subsection (2) of §53-5-209 provides:
(2) Every magistrate or clerk of a court responsible for court records in
this state shall furnish the division with:
(a) information pertaining to all dispositions of criminal matters,
including guilty pleas, convictions, dismissals, acquittals, pleas held in
abeyance, or probations granted, within 30 days of the disposition and on
forms provided by the division; and
(b) information pertaining to the issuance, recall,
cancellation, or modification of all warrants of arrest of
commitment, as described in Rule 6, Utah Rules of Criminal
Procedure and Section 78-32-4, within one day of the action and in
a manner provided by the division.
This means that the warrants and the record-keeping that occurs within the judicial
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system must be accessed and that records of fingerprinting and photographs must be taken.
Section 53-5-209(2)(b) specifically addresses §78-32-4, Utah Code Annotated, which refers to
contempt proceedings in civil cases. Therefore, Defendant's claim that the line of statutes
outlined in her brief do not apply to civil proceedings, is incorrect; the statutes themselves
directly relate to §78-32-4 of the Judicial Code, which deals with contempt proceedings, which
is what caused the warrant to issue for Defendant's arrest. So Defendant's contention that there
are at least four independent bases for concluding that §53-5-208(1) only applies to criminal
arrests is invalid. In fact, we only need to look at §53-5-209, with its language that directs us to
§78-32-4 to show that the Defendant is incorrect in this assumption.
This brings us back to §53-5-217, which is the statute in place which allows enforcement
of all the other requirements and gives authority to the peace officers under §53-5-216 to take
fingerprints and photographs. The Defendant is in error when she claims that these sections do
not apply to arrests made on civil warrants for contempt.
In looking at the Defendant's argument, she ignores §53-5-209 completely, and skips
from §53-5-208 to §53-5-210, then to the division directive. The defense also tries to argue that
the provisions of §78-8-10 should apply in this case; however, this section deals with
expungement of records and has no relevance to the case here. Following the arguments of the
defense would mean that individuals on contempt orders could not be booked. Without a
booking procedure to be followed by jail personnel in cases of civil warrants, where an
individual fails to comply with the procedures, if the jail can't book the persons, the jails cannot
hold them. This would mean that the authority of the courts to punish persons for contempt
would be compromised because a person arrested on a contempt warrant could refuse to comply
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with the record-keeping booking procedures, which would interfere with the running of a
corrections department in that they would not be able to protect persons wrongly picked up on
those warrants because they would not be able to use fingerprints or photographs for
identification when the person refuses and would have no other reason or grounds to obtain this
information. It would also interfere with the security of the correctional facility, it would fly in
the face of the statutes that are now in existence, and would create liability for the counties
because without the positive identification provided by photographs and fingerprints, the
officers' ability to determine that the rightful person was served with the warrant would be
jeopardized. This could create situations where false arrest and false imprisonment might occur,
and create extreme liability for counties, and would have a chilling effect upon the courts in that
contempt of court orders could not be executed because individuals would not be required to be
photographed and fingerprinted.
However, we do not have to reach that result because the Defendant is wrong in her
argument that the civil proceedings are not included within the provisions of §53-5-208 through
§53-5-217. It is clear from the provisions of §53-5-209, with its referral to §78-32-4, that it does
apply as this section directs the that records be kept on all warrants issued, whether for criminal
wrongdoing or for civil contempt. I have included as an Addendum a copy of the Washington
County Sheriffs Office procedures for booking, which specifically says under Rule 308, that
fingerprints and mug shots are required on all prisoners. This was complied with by personnel
of the Washington County Jail.
A fair and clear reading of the criminal identification act indicates that it does apply to
this defendant's arrest and that peace officers are under obligation to procure fingerprints and
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photographs from all persons who are arrested on warrants, because the courts themselves must
process those warrants as they are executed. It therefore necessarily follows that law
enforcement personnel must maintain fingerprints and photographs of persons who are arrested
on warrants issued under the provisions of §§78-32-1 through 78-32-17, which allows courts to
issue contempt warrants.
This is further emphasized in an example of the warrant issued in Thomas v. Thomas.
569 P.2d 1119 (Utah 1977), wherein the Utah Supreme Court ruled that courts can enforce
contempt orders by issuing a warrant that justifies a jail sentence where there is clear and
convincing proof that the party knew what he was required to do and has failed to do so. This
cannot be ascertained in the instant case because of Defendant's failure to provide a transcript of
the trial for review by the Court of Appeals. Therefore, we must look to the statute on its face,
because that is all we are left with at this time.
If we look at State v. Winward. 907 P.2d 1188 (Utah App. 1995), the trial court's
interpretation of a statute is a question of law, and the Court of Appeals will review the trial
court's interpretation of a statute for correctness, which should be done. The primary
consideration in construing a statute is to give effect to the legislature's intent. The clear intent
of §53-5-209 is that it be applied to warrants issued pursuant to Rule 6 of the Utah Rules of
Criminal Procedure, and to orders made pursuant to §78-23-4, which refers to contempt
proceedings. All arrests are to be covered, including those for contempt orders. This is in the
plain language of the statute as is required by State v. Winward. We can only vary from the
plain language of the statute when the statute's language is ambiguous, and there is no ambiguity
in the language of the statutes relating to this case.
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However, if we were forced to, we wrould fall back on the argument that to do otherwise
would compromise the authority of courts to issue such warrants, it would compromise the
ability of correction officials to properly identify and book inmates, and to maintain the integrity
of their correctional institutions.
The Winward case also seems to fall in line with State v. Souza. 846 P.2d 1313 (Utah
App. 1993), which specifically states that statutes and their terms and the related code provisions
should be construed in a harmonious fashion and interpretation of the statutory language is a
question of law, and thus definition of statutory phrases should be considered on their commonly
accepted meaning. It would then follow that if there is doubt or uncertainty as to the meaning or
application of a provision of the act, it is appropriate to analyze the act in its entirety in light of
its objective, and to harmonize its provisions in accordance with its intent and purpose. This,
again, means we fall back on the argument that to do other than what was done in this case
would compromise the authority of the courts and compromise the security and integrity of our
correctional facilities.
So when the Defendant argues that there is no basis for taking fingerprints and
photographs in cases of this type, she is mistaken. If we look at §53-5-209 subsection (4), the
division is the agency responsible for the statewide warrant system and shall ensure quality
control of all warrants of arrest or commitment in the statewide warrant system by conducting
regular validation checks with the clerk of the court responsible for entering warrant information
on the system, and shall establish a system, procedures, and provide training to all criminal
justice agencies having access to warrant information. What this means is that there is an order
of the legislature and the intent of the legislature is that all warrants shall fall within these
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procedures, which is what happened in this case. In looking at the language of the law and
looking at the intent that is in the statute, it is clear that contempt orders that issue for the nonappearance of those who are trying to avoid the process of a court, which you would have
learned had you had the trial transcript which the Defendant failed to provide before you. The
transcript would clearly show that a warrant had been issued, that it was executed, and the
Defendant was arrested on that civil contempt order for failing to appear at a supplemental
hearing. These actions were properly done, and Defendant's refusal to provide the information
clearly does fall within the provisions of the statutes.
Therefore, the Defendant was properly charged with a violation of §53-5-217, Utah Code
Annotated (1953), as attended, the trial was properly conducted by the District Judge, the
Defendant was found guilty by a jury, and was properly sentenced.
CONCLUSION
The conviction of the Defendant was meritorious and should be upheld.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 21st day of February, 1997.

WADEFARRAWAY
Deputy Washington County Attorney
Attorney for Plaintiff and Appellee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 21st day of February, 1997,1 personally caused two true and
correct copies of the foregoing Brief of Appellee to be delivered the office of counsel for
Defendant/ Appellant, Gary W. Pendleton, 150 North 200 East, Suite 202, St. George, UT
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84770, and caused one copy to be mailed to the office of Jan Graham, Attorney General of the
State of Utah, 236 State Capitol Building, Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0811, postage prepaid.

WADE FARRAWAY
Deputy Washington County Attorney
Counsel for Plaintiff and Appellee
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ADDENDUM
Washington County Jail Policy on Receiving and Admitting Prisoners

WASHINGTON COUNTY
197 East Tabernacle • St. George, Utah • 84770

COMMISSIONERS

County Sheriff

JERRY B LEWIS
Chairman
KURT L. YOUNG
JOHN F. WHITNEY

300.00

WASHINGTON COUNTY JAIL POLICY ON RECEIVING AND ADMITTING PRISONERS
During the booking process, most prisoners will detect the nature and atmosphere
of authority in the jail. Subsequent behavior and corrmunication with jail staff
will be influenced by the demeanor of the booking officer and the efficiency
with which the jail operates. Therefore, it is very inportant that jail staff
handle prisoners being booked in the County Jail in a professional and courteous
manner.

301.00

A.

Receiving Prisoners
1. All prisoners to be incarcerated in the Washington County Jail will be
delivered to Jail Staff via the south east door inside the sally port.
2.

Due to the security risk, prisoners will not be delivered through any other
entrance.

3. When receiving a prisoner, the arresting officer is requested to remain
with his prisoner until the Jail Staff officer has checked the authority
(booking sheet), completed a medical screening form, and advised that no
other assistance is required.
a. The arresting/booking officer is responsible for completing the FBI,
BCI print cards.
b.

302 00

^'

Jail Staff are encouraged to assist the arresting/booking officer when
work load permits.

P^°P^r Authorization Required to Detain Prisoners
Proper authorization is required before incarceration in the Washington
County Jail is permitted.
1. The following will be received as prisoners:
a. Court committments or direct court orders
b.

Warrant of arrest and bench warrants

c.

Arrest citations

d. A.P. k P. orders
e. District and Circuit court minute entries
f. Prisoners who are in transit, accompanied bv Properly

g. Arresting officers completed booking sheet and citation
1) When booking in a prisoner, it is mandatory to have the
arresting officer or an officer representing the arresting
agency submit a completed booking sheet and citation.
2) The booking officer is responsible for checking the booking
sheet, citation and other documents before admitting a new prisoner.
303.00

C.

Receiving Prisoner from Questionable Authority
1. The booking officer has no authority to receive and place in jail any
person brought in by an officer when the information furnished to the
booking officer does not clearly specify the authority as outlined in
step #1B the preceding page.

304# oo

ADMISSION SEARCH PROCEDURE
A.

Pre-Booking Preparation
1. All prisoners arriving at the County Jail oust be handcuffed before
admittance to the jail will be permitted.
2.

The arresting officer will conduct a frisk search to look for weapons
before removing the handcuffs. When the jail officer is satisfied
with the frisk search and the prisoner is not combative, the handcuffs
may be removed.

3. Remove the handcuffs.
a.

If the prisoner is combative, the handcuffs will not be removed
until he/she has been taken to a holding cell where he will be locked
up until he can be safely booked.
1) Handcuffs will be removed upon placing the prisoner in a holding cell.

305.00

SECURE PRISONERS PROPERTY
A.

Remove all money and property from the prisoner. Secure the property in a
clear bag or manila envelope making sure to fill out all the information on it and
place it in the property room. The money shall be counted then placed in an
envelope with the amount and prisoners name on it and placed in the control
room inmate money drawer.
1. Remove all jewelry including rings, belt, keys, watches, metal items,
pens, extra glasses, cigarette lighters, and all items not part of the
basic clothing. Inventory these items on the booking sheet. Prisoner
will initial their confirmation of the inventory.

B.

2.

Hats and coats and all other bulky property shall also be inventoried on
booking sheet and placed in the property room.

3.

Indicate on the booking sheet the proper locker number.

Releasing an inmate's property to persons other than himself shall require
a Washington County Jail release form signed by the inmate with the following
information:

WASHINGTON COUNTY
197 East Tabernacle • St. George, Utah • 84770

COMMISSIONERS
JERRY B. LEWIS

County Sheriff

Chairman

KURT L. YOUNG
JOHN F. WHITNEY

300.00

WASHINGTON COUNTY JAIL POLICY ON RECEIVING AND ADMITTING PRISONERS
During the booking process, most prisoners will detect the nature and atmosphere
of authority in the jail. Subsequent behavior and comnunication with jail staff
will be influenced by the demeanor of the booking officer and the efficiency
with which the jail operates. Therefore, it is very important that jail staff
handle prisoners being booked in the County Jail in a professional and courteous
manner.

301.00

A.

Receiving Prisoners
1. All prisoners to be incarcerated in the Washington County Jail will be
delivered to Jail Staff via the south east door inside the sally port.
2.

Due to the security risk, prisoners will not be delivered through any other
entrance.

3. When receiving a prisoner, the arresting officer is requested to remain
with his prisoner until the Jail Staff officer has checked the authority
(booking sheet), completed a medical screening form, and advised that no
other assistance is required.
a. The arresting/booking officer is responsible for completing the FBI,
BCI print cards.
b.

302 00

^#

^roVer

Jail Staff are encouraged to assist the arresting/booking officer when
work load permits.
Authorization Required to Detain Prisoners

Proper authorization is required before incarceration in the Washington
County Jail is permitted.
1. The following will be received as prisoners:
a. Court committments or direct court orders
b.

Warrant of arrest and bench warrants

c.

Arrest citations

d.

A.P. & P. orders

e. District and Circuit court minute entries
f.

Prisoners who are in transit, accompanied by properly

306.00
WASHINGTON COUNTY JAIL
PROPERTY RELEASE FORM

I,

_, AUTHORIZE THE
(signature of inmate)

REMOVAL OP
(discription of property or money)

(Signature of Receiving Party)
(Officer)

(Date)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
307-00

The amount of money being released
Brief description of the property being released
To whom the property is given
Signature of the person receiving the property
Signature of the officer conducting the transaction
Date of the transaction

INTERVIEW INCOMING PRISONERS FOR DEPARTMENT RECORDS
New prisoners being admitted to this facility shall be interviewed in order to
obtain all the information on the booking sheet and to get better acquainted.
The new inmate's rights should be respected, and he should be informed of what
is happening to him and his questions should be answered fully and courteously.
A smooth admission and initial orientation will encourage fewer problems later.

307.01

A.

Mandatory information is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

307.02

B.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Searched By
Prisoners property
Money
Medical Problems
Booked Out By
Released by
Date k Time Released
Money Returned
Location of Vehicle Stored
Prisoners Signature of Property Received
Prisoners Signature of Property Returned
UBI, FBI, and SO #

Information Requested
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

308^00

Full Name
Present Address
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Age
Date
Time In
Physical Description
Charges and Court
Arresting Agency
Arresting Officer
Bail
Photo By
Print By
Booked by

AKA Names
Phone
SSN
Education
Religion
Marital Status
Employer
Occupation
Who to Notify in Case of ]inergency

FINGERPRINTS AND MUGSHOTS REQUIRED ON ALL PRISONERS
A. During the booking process all prisoners will have their photograph taken
unless their photo has been taken within the past 12 months.
1. One photo of Misdemeanor offenders. Two photos (One front and one profile)
of Felony offenders.
2.

Jail Staff must insure that there is no duplication of booking I.D. Numbers,
a.

Always double check the criminal index card file.

3. Prisoners name, ID #, D.O.B. and date of booking will be clearly written
on the I.D. Sign,
B.

All prisoners admitted to the Washington County Jail will be fingerprinted under
three classifications:
1. FBI - One red, and one green disposition card of all prisoners booked into
the Washington County Jail for offenses other than the non-serious
offenses.
2.

BCI - One Utah Arrest and Court filing/disposition report form of all
prisoners.

3. Washington County Sheriff - All prisoners booked into the County Jail will be
printed for our own personal records.
4. Pursuant to the BCI Userfs Guide the arresting/booking agency is responsible
for taking the prints with the exception of the prints for jail records.
C.

Each member of the Jail Staff is expected to become proficient in taking legible
and classifiable prints. All prints should be inked below the first joint of
each finger and rolled.

D.

Staff members will become familiar with the blue BCI User's Guide and use the correct
abbreviations and descriptions of scars and tatoos, missing limbs, etc.

E.

All cards must be typed and signed by the person being printed and the officer
conducting the procedure.

BOOKING PROCEDURE CHECKLIST FORM
309.00
A.

It will be mandatory for the booking officer to review this form during the
booking process. All areas must be checked to make certain that all the booking
procedures have been followed. The following information will comprise the
booking procedure checklist:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Booking sheet legible and signed
Inmates money secured and accounted for on proper forms
Correct bail set
Jacket identified (folder)
Fingerprints, signed
Photo taken
Searched and dressed out if necessary
Property envelope filled out and secured
All property stored in the property room
Phone calls given
Add inmate name to arraignemnt list
Place inmates name and related arrest information on the roster board,
roster sheet, booking log and jail log
One 3x5 I.D. card filed in the booking room, and one filed in the control roomIndicate the proper jurisdictional Judge on the booking sheet & booking logMedical screening form filled out completely
Inmate's financial form filled out and initialled by the inmate.
Inmates advised to familiarize themselves with jail rules.

?PERSONAL

SEARCH POLICY

All incoming prisoners must be thoroughly searched when they enter the jail.
The inportance of a thorough, effective search cannot be over-emphasized. Jail
security to a very large extent depends upon the professional ability of jail
officers to conduct personal searches. Male Correctional Officers will only
search male prisoners, and Female Correctional Officers (Matrons) will only
search female prisoners.
It is important to understand the purpose and difference in the Rub Search,
Strip Search, and Body Cavity Search and when they are to be conducted.
Searches are compromised by haste, laxity and embarrassment. These procedures,
if followed, will reduce the likelihood of contraband entering through the
booking process.
The purpose of this section is to establish the proper procedures and methods
necessary to insure adequate personal searches. After the booking process,
the search procedures are to be followed as outlined in this section. Failure
to properly follow these procedures are grounds for serious disciplinary action
including dismissal, in the event of either injury to other persons and/or the
prisoner himself.

311. QQSEARCHING MALE PRISONERS
31

A: 0 1 RUB SEARCH
Whenever a person is to be admitted to the County Jail, a Rub Search is to
be conducted for the purpose of discovering concealed weapons or contraband.
There are two differences between the Rub Search and the Strip Search:
1.

The prisoner has his clothing on during the Rub Search.

2.

Physical contact between the officer and inmate is required.

When conducting the Rub Search, it is particularly important to be thorough
and systematic and to follow carefully a set procedure to ensure that no
detail will be overlooked.
311.02
PROCEDURE
1.

Have the prisoner assume the appropriate position against the wail to
begin the search (legs spread, arms extended, etc.). The prisoner
should be extended and off balance.

2.

The search should begin at the top and work down being careful to
overlook nothing. The hands and fingers must be your eyes a great
deal for this type of search. Don't be careless through haste. To
find a wire or hacksaw blade hidden in the collar would require more
than a casual sliding of hands over the collar. Search all areas
with care. The security of the jail demands meticulous attention to
detail.

3.

4.

Different areas requiring special attention during the Rub Search
include:
a.

Hair. No wigs will be worn by prisoners unless approved by the
jail command.

b*

Mouth, ears and nostrils.

c.

Collar.

d.

Arms—inside and out from armpits to cuffs.

e.

Chest and abdomen. ?ay particular attention to breast pockets
and seams.

f.

Waistline. Check back of belt, large belt buckles, etc., taped
to flat areas or sewed into seams.

g.

Shoulders and back. Ee careful to check for blades, etc., taped
to flat areas or sewed into seams.

h.

Legs. Pay special attention to pockets, lower abdomen and crotch.
Contraband is often taped in these areas.

i.

Special attention should be paid to back pockets, in the groin area,
cleavage between the buttocks (cheeks) and vertical seams.

j.

Feet. Have the prisoner take off shoes, socks and search both items;
check bottoms of feet for taped articles.

k.

Cigarette packages, books, letters, matchbooks and other items
carried by the prisoner shall be searched, as they are often used
to conceal contraband. Prisoners will not be allowed to retain
cigarette packages, etc., brought in from the outside, that have been
opened or tampered with.

Don't allow personal embarrassment to compromise the search. Prisoners
may intentionally hide weapons or other contraband in the groin or other
areas that might cause embarrassment to tne jail officer conducting the
search.

STRIP SEARCH
The Strip Search is a more thorough search than the Rub Search, resulting
in a careful visual examination of the prisoner.
1.

The Strip Search is used when:
a.

A prisoner is going to be dressed in, or taken into, the interior
security perimeter, of the jail.

b.

There is a request from the arresting officer.

c.

When there is a suspicion that the inmate nay have a weapon or
contraband that was not found in the Rub Search, even though the
prisoner will not be going into the interior security perimeter.

